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Ultrabond Eco S955 1K
Sililated Timber Flooring Adhesive
• One component timber flooring
adhesive
• Ideal for installing engineered timber
flooring
• Sililated polymer-based adhesive
without water
• Ideal for use by installers allergic
to epoxy and epoxy/polyurethane
products
• Easy to apply with excellent ridge
stability
• 20-30% more yield than conventional
two-part timber flooring adhesives
• Totally free of solvents
• Easy to remove from hands and prefinished planks
• Compatible over Ultraplan and
Ultraplan Eco levelling compounds
ULTRABOND ECO S955 1K

QUALITY ASSURED

MANUFACTURER

Scan to download technical data sheet
180 Viking Drive, Wacol Qld 4076
Phone: 07 3276 5000 Fax: 07 3276 5076

Pot Life

ready-mixed

Open time

50-60 minutes

Adjustability time

1¾ - 2 hours

Set to light foot traffic

after 12 hours

Polishing

after 3 days

Application temperature

from +10°C - +35°C

Application types

trowel

Colour

beige

Shelf Life

12 months

Packaging

15kg plastic drum

Consumption

800 – 1200 g/m2
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“ We all lead busy lives and an escape from the day to day routine can be
refreshing but also allows an opportunity to take a new PERSPECTIVE on
our business, job or career. A different perspective can introduce you to a new
product or process that could have a positive impact upon your business or job.
For me PERSPECTIVE comes with my annual visit to Vung Tau in Vietnam.
At the time of writing this I am on the flight to Vietnam for the 7th consecutive
year. What started as a family holiday to visit my brother has now turned into
my opportunity to raise much needed money for Orphanages in Vung Tau and
nearby Long Hai. There is something very humbling about making this visit to
see the kids. When you hold a child in your arms who has no parents or they’re
health is critical it makes you extremely grateful for the things that we take for
granted. I have no doubt that some of the kids I held last year will no longer
be alive. That is a confronting thought, yet it gives me PERSPECTIVE in
relation to what is truly important- FAMILY, FRIENDS and our HEALTH.
I guess what I’m trying to say is that to change our PERSPECTIVE we need
to take ourselves out of our day to day grind and into something that provokes
a passion in us. We can’t all ‘save the world’ but it is important to make a
positive difference. For me it’s the Orphanages, for you it may be something
totally different. In order to find that passion and to make a difference start
by doing something you would never normally do. Instead of taking your
annual holiday to the same place go somewhere you know may confront your
conventions. Who knows where you may end up or who you might meet.
When we allow ourselves to step outside of our comfort zone with our personal
choices then in business we become more willing to think outside the square.
I hope you all allow yourselves to take in a different PERSPECTIVE.
TOGETHER WE GROW
Cameron Luke
President ATFA
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ATFA update June 2017

CEO update...

Myths, mysteries, issues
and unresolved matters
Yep you’re right, I’ve opened up a can of worms!
That mythical beast is the number of issues that have

amount about it, some bits proven, others not. It’s not as

dogged our industry for decades – ghosting, colour

straight forward as some might suggest. The usual suspect

variation, acclimatisation, grading, sticker marks, tattooing,

is someone walking too soon on a fast-dry sealer that isn’t

moisture sources, checking, telegraphing, imported timber

fully cured. Then potential issues such as contaminants

specifications, hardness, appropriate board lengths, prominent

that get walked on to a floor before coating, or even

grain issues, noise abatement, expansion, edge bonding,

after. We’ve seen incidents of ghosting that has started

species titling, adhesive application quantities and many more.

at the timber mill. We’ve seen ghosting from cleaning

ATFA has been in operation for 12 years now, and whilst I’m

up a dead possum – yes, almost literally a ghost!

clearly biased, I believe ATFA’s track record on tidying up

A lot can be done, let’s get to the bottom of those

industry issues has been outstanding. However, some issues

contaminants that may cause ghosting. Do products such

haven’t had enough attention and more can be done.

as petrol or diesel, chlorine and potentially others etch

Getting on top of these issues needs research and sadly
that doesn’t come cheap. There is an opportunity for the
industry if it is of the mind to do so, to work together and

deeply into timber, meaning the ghosting appearance
returns after sanding back to timber and recoating? It’s quite
straight forward research, just takes some time and focus.

sort out these issues once and for all. Solutions can be

Colour variation – this one is very topical at the moment.

found, problems resolved or educational tools developed

With water based coatings now having close to 50% of the

to better inform industry and/or our consumers.

coating market, we are starting to realise various effects

We believe, under a heading of ‘effects on timber’ that we need
to establish funding in excess of $50K to have the best chance
of resolving the issues that bug us on a daily basis and often
cost the industry hard-earned dollars. Does your company or
business have a social responsibility to help the industry?

these have on timber, now that we’ve had a solid 10 years
of experience examining the outcomes. We all hoped
water based coatings would be a saviour for the sake of
contractors applying it and for home owner health, but
several issues are coming to light – variation after its been
down a while and particularly when used in conjunction

A long recognised approach to successful business is

with a solvent based sealer is creating differing effects

the concept of the triple bottom line or TBL (financial,

on different species, sometimes washed out, sometimes

environmental and social). Most of us are red hot on the

blotchy and can be very reactionary to sunlight, as well as

financial aspect, and environmental consideration are

premature wear. This is an issue timber manufacturers want

getting greater recognition these days as well, but what can

addressed and coating companies need to take on board.

often get overlooked is the social aspect which in simple

This one requires more urgent intervention and investment.

terms means, social perhaps isn’t getting the recognition
it deserves. Social really means reinvesting in the industry
from which you profit. Dealing with the unresolved industry
issues is a great way to meet your social obligation and
set yourself up for an even better triple bottom line!

Acclimatisation – there isn’t much we don’t know about
acclimatising timber now and the mills are very good at
narrowing the degree of moisture variation that you might get
in a pack. While in some Australian locations no acclimatisation
is required (dependent on climate and MC levels), in other

To be clear, we’re asking you to contribute to this project

parts and in NZ it may be required. We must now be at the

– ATFA crowd funding if you like! We’d love to hear from

stage where we can develop a ready reckoner or ‘gasp’ an

you about what contribution you could make?

app to easily determine correct EMC against the readings for

So let’s explore just a few of the issues in more detail:

a pack of timber sitting before you. What’s more, if we think

Ghosting – how much does this cost our industry every

we can devise an attachment for our smart phones that takes

year? How many jobs get redone because of this evil
scourge? But is it really a mystery – we know a reasonable
4

outside the square, technology must now be at a point where
readings and links directly to the app. Surely that is possible?
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Adhesive application quantities – we still see it at every second
inspection, someone squiggled when they should have full bedded! Yes,
how do we guard against cutting corners. Between adhesive manufacturers
and timber manufacturers can we arrive at more succinct guidelines?
ATFA’s own guidelines are quite tight on this subject, however, if we’re all
singing from the same hymn sheet we may get on top of this issue.
I’ve only provided four examples above and as you can see
in the opening paragraph of this report, there are still
various issues that need to be addressed in a manner
that provides clear and irrefutable guidance.
We need to do the research and we need to come
together as an industry and debate these issues
as part of that. It’s time to solve these problems.
By investing in your own industry, you
make it better and customers return again
and again, you do the arithmetic, a small
investment now will pay for the future!
Randy Flierman
ATFA CEO

Press Release: Formation of the Australian Flooring
Industry Alliance
The peak industry associations for Australia’s $20 billion flooring industry – Australian Resilient
Flooring Association (ARFA), Australasian Timber Flooring Association (ATFA) and the Carpet
Institute of Australia Limited (CIAL) – have agreed to establish the Australian Flooring Industry
Alliance.
This decision signals the parties’ desire to work collaboratively on issues that:
− are important to their respective members and the flooring industry as a whole; and
− will benefit from collective action and a united voice.
These issues include installer skill shortages, improving the quality of vocational training,
government policy; programs and regulations that affect the flooring industry and industry
standards.
As Alliance members, each participating association will be represented by their Chair or President
and CEO.
The Alliance was formally established in February 2017 when the supporting parties signed a
Memorandum of Understanding outlining the aims and rules of operation of this important flooring
industry initiative.
Further information on the Alliance may be obtained by contacting Chris Low (ARFA – 0408 259 515),
Randy Flierman (ATFA – 0409 878 093) or Allan Firth (CIAL – 0409 406 920).
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ATFA Gala
Awards Dinner
(proudly sponsored by Hurford Hardwood)

To be held in ever glamorous Sydney city for 2017, (July 15th at the
Sydney Intercontinental), this year’s event is set to be a fantastic
event. With amazing floors on view and the winners announced,
this will be a celebration of the businesses and people who
have excelled, as well as great entertainment with a four-piece
band and a renowned comedian to keep us all on our toes.
The awards celebrate both amazing workmanship within our industry with Floor
of the Year, and the Awards for Excellence rewarding businesses and individuals
who stand out as leaders and inspirers within our amazing industry.
This event and these awards are a celebration of who we are and an indicator of our continued
improvement and effort as an industry. So come along and experience the friendships that are made!
Register now to experience this amazing event – the registration is included within this magazine.

Also, don’t forget to register for Timber Flooring Week events –
add value to your time in Sydney by attending one of the fantastic
and informative industry events in the lead up to the dinner.
Register for Timber Flooring Week events at https://www.atfa.com.au/events/timber-flooringweek-sydney-2017/ . This year TFW also includes our first ever ATFA Speed nailing competition – a
chance to see if you’re the fastest gun in Australasia. Enter at the ATFA website, via the same link.
Randy Flierman
ATFA CEO

Specialising in quality
kiln dried hardwoods,
Spotted Gum, Iron Bark,
Blackbutt & Tallowwood,
in 19mm Flooring 14mm
overlay, decking, cladding
and internal lining board.

p 07 41294976
e info@howardsawmill.com.au
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you’re invited
When 15 July 2017

you’re
invited
Venue Sydney Intercontinental
Time 7.00pm

Featuring:
MC and Comedian
Gary Eck
Featuring:
MC and Comedian
Gary Eck

When 15 July 2017
117 Macquarie Street, Sydney
Time 7.00pm
Co�t $190 per head or
Venue Sydney Intercontinental
$1850 per table
117 Macquarie Street, Sydney
Tickets return to ATFA by
Co�t
$190
or
fax 1300
361per
793head
or email
$1850
per
table
admin@atfa.com.au
Tickets return to ATFA by
LIMITED
NUMBERS
fax 1300 361
793 or email
DON’T
MISS
OUT
admin@atfa.com.au
BOOK EARLY.
LIMITED NUMBERS
DON’T MISS OUT
BOOK EARLY.

ATFA Dinner
Proudly Sponsored by
ATFA Dinner
Proudly Sponsored by

QUALITY KILN DRIED TIMBER

QUALITY KILN DRIED TIMBER

Award night proudly sponsored by

Award night proudly sponsored by

Click to submit

after completed

Credit card payments phone ATFA on 1300 361 693 or complete the
I would like to purchase
tickets at $190 each
section below. A 2.5% surcharge applies to Visa, Mastercard and Amex.
I would
like
to
purchase
tables
of
ten
at
$1850
each
Click to submit after completed
Amount
Name
Credit card payments phone ATFA on 1300 361 693 or complete the
I would like to purchase
tickets at $190 each
A 2.5% surcharge applies to Visa, Mastercard and Amex.
Name below.
on card
ICompany
would like to purchase
tables of ten at $1850 each section

Name
Phone
Company
Email
Phone
Address
Email
Address
Payment Electronic bank deposit to the ANZ Bank
acc name: Australian Timber Flooring Association Limited
acountc details: BSB 014 531 ACC 4841 08922.
Payment
bank
deposit
to the
ANZ Bank
Please fax Electronic
confirmation
to 1300
361 793
or admin@atfa.com.au
acc name: Australian Timber Flooring Association Limited
acountc details: BSB 014 531 ACC 4841 08922.
Please fax confirmation to 1300 361 793 or admin@atfa.com.au
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Amount
Card No
Name on card
Expiry
Card No
Signature

/

/

/

(la�t 3 numbers on reverse)

/
/

/

/

(la�tto:3 Australian
numbers on
reverse)
Expiry should be/made payable
Cheques
Timber
Flooring
Association Limited (please write in full). Posted to ATFA 11 Oleander
Signature
Ave Shelly Beach Qld 4551 with the registration form.
Refunds will only be provided where a participant withdraws more
Cheques
should
betomade
payable
Timber Flooring
than 3 weeks
prior
the event
or ifto:
theAustralian
event is cancelled
or
Association
Limited
(please
in full).
Posted to ATFA 11 Oleander
postponed. ATFA
accepts
nowrite
liability
for travel/accommodation
costs
Ave
Shelly
Beach
Qldcancellation
4551 with the
form.
incurred
due
to event
or registration
postponement.
Refunds will only be provided where a participant withdraws more
than 3 weeks prior to the event or if the event is cancelled or
postponed. ATFA accepts no liability for travel/accommodation costs
incurred due to event cancellation or postponement.
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The new ‘New Techniques Program’
We’ve listened to your feedback and also recognise that the old full three day New
Techniques Program has had its day. Everyone is time poor now, though still recognise
the importance of training. As such, we’ve changed the approach... considerably.
Retitled ‘Timber Flooring Techniques Program’ (TFTP), we will implement this program as
you have indicated would suit your work hours best, that being 4.30pm to 8.30pm for four
nights spread over two weeks (e.g. Tuesday and Wednesday evenings in two consecutive weeks).

Tony Kellman representing Galaxy
hands over the brand new Galaxy
sander to ATFA CEO Randy Flierman.

Importantly, we divided the equipment ATFA owns into five different locations
which we believe will maximise delivery opportunities and provide flexibility
in each location – Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Perth and Auckland.
To support this new structure, two new programs have been written – one focusing
on sold timber installation, sand and finish, the other on pre-finished timber
installation. These two programs will cover all the fundamental products.
In getting to where we are so far we must thank Hurford Wholesale, Bosch Timber
Floors, Ardex and Golden Elite who have all donated their premises to both
store the ATFA equipment and donated their space for delivery of the programs
as required. We also hope soon to have an Auckland location in place.
Further thanks must go to Clarke American Sanders, Galaxy, Lagler and Frank
who are providing either permanent lend of equipment or in the case of Clarke
and Galaxy donating a sanding machine and edger in full. On behalf of you our
members, we cannot thank all of these companies enough for their contribution.

Anthony Boccia on behalf of American
Sanders, donating a sander and edger
to ATFA’s President Cameron Luke.

Please look out for delivery dates of the new program in the second
half of 2017, or into 2018. Your local committee will be working
to decide which program suits your location best.

Australian Timber Company
The Australian Timber Company is a wholly owned Australian business
specialising in producing high quality Australian Hardwood parquetry flooring
for both commercial & residential projects, working directly with building
companies, architects & designers’ home renovators and retailers.
Our unique parquetry range includes Mosaics, Custom Block and End Grain
parquetry; available in a wide variety of laying patterns and dimensions. As
we are a manufacturer as well as a supplier, we are in a unique position to
have complete control over the entire manufacturing & supply process.
Ownership of our Australian Timber Company mill, on the North New
South Wales Coast in Grafton enables us to ensure all timber purchased
has grown in certified, legal and sustainably managed Australian forests
by only sourcing feedstock from leading companies. Furthermore, we
are proud supporters of providing jobs to local residents rather than
turning to the cheap, lucrative overseas manufacturing market.

8

We offer a high quality standard and a bespoke flooring design service for
projects that require a one of a kind floor in the truest sense.
Australian Timber Company products can be purchased nationally through
Floorboards Online, Marques Flooring, SE Timber Floors and Shutters and The
Parquetry Flooring Company.

For futher information please contact us...
Phone 02 9126 7495
Email sales@australiantimbercompany.com.au
website australiantimbercompany.com.au
We have products displayed in Sydney & Melbourne.
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SUPERIOR
SOUND
DAMPENING
PERFORMANCE

SUPERIOR
BOND
STRENGTH &
GREEN GRAB

EASY
TO CLEAN
BEFORE &
AFTER CURE

UNLIMITED
MOISTURE
VAPOUR
PROTECTION

SOUND REDUCTION,
MOISTURE PROTECTION &
SUPERIOR ADHESION ALL IN ONE

That’s Smart
Watch video

learn more at www.bostik.com

Domotex 2017
David Hayward ATFA Technical Manager

Whilst neither Josh nor myself had been before, Domotex appeared to be a
very large version of the shows we see here in Australia. However, it was very
busy throughout each day, which does differ from our Australian shows.
The benefit of being there is that you experience first-hand

This product is Asian, plastic and quite heavy. They assured

how each of the flooring product groups sit and how each has

us of its ‘Green Environment Protection’ properties.

developed over the recent few years. Therefore this allows you
to better gauge the direction and future of timber flooring.
Domotex had a dominance of ‘timber look’ flooring products,
even to the point where Laminate could fit more easily
under the timber flooring banner as opposed to the timber
look banner. There was a high presence of Wood Plastic
Composite (WPC), Luxury Vinyl Tile (LVT), PVC Flooring, Stone
Plastic Composite (SPC) and the new development this year

It seems that manufacturers of laminate and engineered

being rigid LVT. (And to be honest, there was the occasional

flooring can or are becoming nervous about the this growing

product that we were unsure of what it actually was!).

trend to ‘timber look’ alternatives, just as solid timber flooring

If we consider the dominance of these products at Domotex,
one aspect that did become apparent was that they all

did some years ago. Or is the market still so buoyant that
no real impact from these products has been felt, yet?

appeared to be competing for top spot regarding stability and
moisture resistance. At one point in the past, manufacturers
recognised these aspects as a weakness in timber based
flooring products. Now, they see themselves as having
surpassed timber completely and are approaching that inert
product that does not move. The products were not all Chinese
though and we noticed some from Europe. Also of interest was
that European Krono laminate has strong export into China.
Some examples
This is a European SPC product that is very elaborate in
its construction, having what would appear to be a very
resilient and hard wearing surface layer over stone and
then a medium density rubber foam layer to the base.

Board in a fish tank... no not timber
It is important to be aware of what people are looking for
in a floor. I have timber furniture that is 50 and perhaps 90
years old, passed down from my grandparents to my parents
and, in turn, to me, and I see great importance in this. But
today in our transient society it seems things are different
for most, where price, no maintenance and a ‘throw it out
when it looks tired’ attitude, dictate what will mainly be
A piece of rigid LVT that comes in a 3mm thickness and
is quite resilient to bending, as they demonstrated.

purchased. So influencing attitudes now seems to be the key.
Some interesting displays were present showing
innovative textures and uses of timber... or was
it really timber... in some cases not!
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Filler?
I Don’t See
No Filler!

Timbermate
Woodfiller
So Good,
You’ll Never Know
It’s There!

www.timbermate.com.au
Toll Free: 1800 35 4811
ISSUE 35 | 2017
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Project profile...

A garage with a difference.
An avid collector of cars both vintage and exotic wanted a
garage to match the beauty of the cars inside. They wanted a
unique design to compliment the cars. This garage houses 3 of
Italy’s best cars, including two Ferrari’s and one Alfa Romeo.
This garage has been built with only the highest quality materials.
The beautiful solid timber floor is 180x22mm feature grade Grey
Gum, laid using Soudal’s SMX-30 Plus timber flooring adhesive onto
19mm tongue and groove ply sheeting. The cathedral style ceiling
was lined with 80x26 Western Red Cedar pre-finished castellation
cladding, adhered directly to the 12mm Plasterboard raked ceiling.
For effect, the walls are cladded in 9mm Kalantis veneer on MDF backing
with dado rail, architraves and skirtings in matching Kalantis timber.
All the timber and building materials were supplied
by Fyshwick Builders Suppliers.

WOCA Hardwax Oil: Setting New Standards

Slip Resistance:
Meets the Australian
AS4586 Standard

Approved in accordance
with VOC regulations

Suitable for high traffic
areas

Suitable for large areas,
manually or with
polishing machine

Low viscosity

Easy to work with

Can be used on all types
of wood floors

High water and
chemical resistance

WOCA Australia · Phone: 1 800 337 477
kurt@wocaaus.com.au · wocaaus.com.au
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SikaBond® -58 Wood Floor
Solvent Free polyurethane timber
flooring adhesive
i-Cure Technology
Solvent Free
No unpleasant Odour
Easy Spread
Low VOC
Green Star Compliant

SikaBond®
Timber Flooring Systems

SikaBond® –T55(J)

High Strength, polyurethane
timber flooring adhesive
Low VOC
Excellent bead stability
High bond strength
Flexible adhesive allows for the
natural movements of timber

aus.sika.com
1300 22 33 48

Sika® Primer MR Fast

Water based epoxy primer,
moisture regulator and
surface consolidator
Fast Drying - 4hrs
Easy Application
Applies white - dries clear
No Odour

Sika® Primer MB

3-in-1 epoxy primer,
moisture regulator and
surface consolidator
One coat application
Very low moisture vapour
emission rate (MVER)
Solvent free - 100% epoxy
Blue tint

Sikafloor® Level Pro

High performance self
levelling underlayment
Levels from 0mm—50mm
Fast drying; floor coverings
18- 24hrs
Great levelling capacity - highly
flowable

SikaBond® Trowel

Trowel for SikaBond
wood floor adhesives
B11 Notch Size 5mm x 6.1mm
Notches on 3 sizes
Rubber Comfort Handle
Carbon Steel Construction

Project profile...

Prestigious Teak Floor

This project by Perth Timber Floors was to extend a Burmese Teak parquetry floor in the chapel at Christ
Church Grammar School in Claremont. The original 1970’s architecturally designed chapel was extended
with an undercover exterior area built in. The teak parquetry was odd size and of course no longer
available and had to match perfectly. 10mm T&G was sourced and each block hand manufactured by
Sean Light in his home work shop. The original floor footprint was changed around the stage and a water
damaged section repaired along the full-length windows overlooking the Swan River. The concrete slab
had a quite steep gradient sloping towards the stage and carpet inserts between brass edging.
As a commercial job and being onsite at a prestigious boy’s boarding school, these were extra
challenges requiring ‘working with children police clearance’, scheduling amongst other trades
and working overnight for the sanding and polishing process. The project had a strict deadline date
with a wedding booked in the Chapel immediately after work was scheduled to complete.
The job was successfully finalised and even a letter of appreciation
written by the School principle was received.

ISSUE 35 | 2017
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Technical article...

Water popping
We have all come to this industry
through various pathways and
have experienced many influences
in our skill development.
Not all of us were privileged to
have had a mentor and have had to
seek knowledge in our own ways.
The more recent emergence and
development of the ATFA is an
enormous source of information
and knowledge for all of us, and of
course, the benefits of our exposure
to a network of highly competent
contractors and business people
who are willing to share their
experience is beyond measure.

Jim Hilston,
ATFA Inspector and Instructor, Hilston Wood Floors

When I was starting in this business
the mention of the words water
popping held a mystic aura that
was simply beyond my ken and was
clearly only used by floor magicians.
Who would put water onto a floor
that had just been sanded to near
perfection? (This idea of perfection
is a moving theory, by the way!)
This is an example of course of the
diversity of the people in our trade.
I know that many of our readers
will be wondering what it was that I
found so mysterious – water popping
has been used forever in a variety
of ways and for many reasons.
So this article is not intended as an
expert diagnosis of the technical
merits of water popping but more an
opportunity to share some thoughts
and perhaps help some who have also
missed out on having someone near
at hand that has great experience!
Having stained and oiled a number
of floors with varying degrees of
success (none of the lesser degrees
could of course have been avoided as
my techniques and knowledge were
irrefutably of the highest standards!)
eventually my curiosity was piqued
and I was persuaded that wetting the
floor might help me in a variety of
ways. The explanation: wetting the
floor opened the grain and allowed
the product to penetrate deeper
into the timber which provided
a more intense colour or allowed
more product into the wood. As we
can all understand, by wetting the
wood and creating grain raise we
not only expose the porous fibres
which will allow that penetration
but it has also been said that we
increase the surface area of the floor
and of course that will contribute to
deeper colour. There is a downside
too – application rates fall and we
can be out of pocket. My suggestion
is that manufacturers accommodate
this factor by lowering their prices!

16

There were other benefits I found
– fine scratches miraculously
disappeared and the evenness of my
staining improved. When I was using
buffing oils, I found that application
and lap marks were less visible (or
maybe they weren’t there at all!?).
In general, my success rate improved
significantly and when combined
with the improvements we have
since made in sanding techniques
and the development of our tools
through our exposure to our ATFA
partners we are now confident that
on most staining and oiling jobs we
can achieve a finish that I would be
proud to have assessed by our peers.
So whilst every job is different and
produces individual challenges (and
who would not want that? – it is the
cornerstone to our continued interest
in this industry) we now work on the
basis that buffing oils and stains will
be applied to a water popped floor.
In general, we apply these
products by trowel on the simple
understanding that this is what
works for us. All the contractors that
have come through our business
and learned from us have shared
their ideas and methods with us
and we have benefited from that
sharing. Without exception, these
contractors have taken our theories
and ideas and adapted them to their
own systems. What works for one
will not always work for another.
So – if you are like I was and without
the benefit of an open minded and
experienced flooring contractor
and you look at your stained floors
and explain to your clients that the
scratches and uneven appearance
will fade over time and that of course
those blotchy bits add to the charm
of the finish, then you might benefit
from a discussion with someone
in the industry that may change
your life! It happened to me.
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For quality,hard wearing & durable coatings use
Urethane Coatings

SOLVENT BASED COATINGS
• Monothane
Moisture Cure Single Pack
Polyurethane
Available in High Gloss, Semi Gloss,
Satin & Matt
•

Duothane
Two Pack Polyurethane

ORGANIC OIL COATINGS
Available in: Gloss,
Semi Gloss, Satin & Matt
• Modified Oil Gloss
• Modified Oil Satin
• Modified Oil Matt
• Tungseal
These systems have moderate
VOC’s & are an ideal choice for
coating new timber floors.

Available in High Gloss
Regular or Fast Drying.

www.urethanecoatings.com.au

Tel: (02) 9666 3888
WATERBORNE COATINGS

WaterKote®
CONTACT US

URETHANE COATINGS
A DIVISION OF ERA POLYMERS PTY LTD

Head Office: 2-4 Green Street
Banksmeadow NSW 2019 AUSTRALIA

Tel: +612 9666 3888
Fax: +612 9666 4805

The WaterKote® Range
WaterKote™ SEALER
WaterKote™ 1K GLOSS
WaterKote™ 1K SATIN
WaterKote™ 1K MATT
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Technical article...

How easy is it
to dry a floor?
David Hayward ATFA Technical Manager

It is not uncommon for dishwasher or fridge water supply pipework to leak or burst,
or even for a bath or tub to overflow and wet a timber floor. At times the amount of
water may be minimal and at other times the floor is more extensively affected. In
addition to this we have cyclone damage to the north of Australia and flood damage
that can occur in most places throughout Australia and New Zealand, particularly
with the remnants of cyclones. Late March 2017 Cyclone Debbie was responsible for
severe flooding in both countries. Now, we also have equipment that can dry floors
through dehumidification, heat and extraction processes. But a question that needs
to be asked is ‘how easy is it to dry a floor’? We will direct this question to David
Hayward, ATFA Technical Manager and see what he has to say about this subject.
There are a lot of different types of equipment available and
used for drying timber floors and also debate over which
may be the best to be used for a particular floor. However,
we will not focus on this as the topic is ‘how easy is it to
dry a timber floor’ and therefore this discussion needs to
focus on timber drying and aspects of floor installation
that may affect the drying of a floor. With regard to this
we will look more toward fixed floors and mainly solid
timber floors, although it is also acknowledged that some
other floor types have been dried successfully. Also note
that due to the relative ease of replacing floated floors, and
often at a lower price point, it is more common to replace
these floors or sections of these floors, than to dry them.

Weather exposed board MC
23%
21%
19%
17%
15%
13%
11%
9%
7%
5%
19-Nov

9-Dec

Radiata

29-Dec

18-Jan

Spotted Gum

7-Feb

27-Feb
Blackbutt

19-Mar

8- Apr

Two aspects that must first be considered is the timber species
density and the duration that the flooring has been wet. The
general principal here is that low density (light) timbers take
up and lose water fast, whereas high density (heavy) timbers
take up and lose water slowly. This requires due consideration.
The graph shows trial results from some years back when
decking timber samples were placed outside, exposed to the
weather. The graph shows sample board moisture contents
on the days tested and on 11 Feb after becoming rain wet,
but with a dry surface, the low density Radiata pine reached
over 20% moisture content while the high density Spotted
Gum and Blackbutt remained at 11% and 12%. Questioning
this, well here is something you can try, which I also did. Get
a piece of pine and a piece of Spotted Gum (i.e. low and high
density woods) and put both submerged in a bucket of water
for 4 hours. In my experiment the pine increased in weight by
about 40% and the Spotted Gum by just 2%. Now where is
this heading? Pine floors will absorb moisture quickly but are
also quick to dry. If a higher density hardwood floor gets flood
inundated for the 4 hours, this will cause only a small amount
of moisture uptake. However, if the high density hardwood is
sitting on wet pine plywood for a number of weeks, or there is
a slow water leak that is not discovered for weeks or months,
then that hardwood floor will absorb significant amounts of
water, and don’t miss this... it will be quite difficult to dry.
The next aspect to be considered is the floor installation
method. Is the floor direct to joists, or perhaps on plywood or
particleboard on joists? Floors direct to joists are going to be
the easiest to dry as it is usually possible to get drying from
both above the floor and below it, even if there is a ceiling to
continued »
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How easy is it
to dry a floor?
continued
a lower level of a dwelling that needs to be removed. Plywood
and particleboard subfloors are usually pine or pine based and
although these will slow the drying, they will still dry along with
the floor above relatively easily. Some floors such as parquetry,
or floors in places such as Perth and New Zealand are often
directly adhesive fixed to a slab subfloor, and as such present
only a single layer of timber that needs to be dried and, to a
degree, the slab beneath. Yes, more difficult to dry than floors
on joists but there has also been successes with drying floors
installed in this way. What I would consider to be the most
difficult to dry are floors laid on plywood over a concrete
slab and particularly if the flooring species is a high density
hardwood. Think on this a little. Water penetrates board joints
and is absorbed quickly, not by the high density flooring but
by the pine plywood beneath. That water then needs to be
extracted out back through the high density hardwood flooring.
A slow process, and one where the hardwood floor, being in
contact with the wet plywood, has the time to absorb water,
swell and cup. Moisture can also track down the joints between
the plywood and affect a wider area of the floor quite some
distance from the source. Expansion of the hardwood can
cause other expansion related problems or result in gapping
on drying. Doesn’t sound easy to dry and it is not easy.

readings were taken a month or so later they were back to
about 11% and with only minor gapping at board edges.
It the second example this basketball stadium has a Spotted
Gum floor fixed directly to high density hardwood joists
and an open subfloor space. After cleaning up the floor,
cutting the coating off to promote drying and use of fans
to promote further drying, this floor was saved as shown.

So in essence with regard to the question of ‘how easy is it
to dry a floor’ the fundamentals on differences in moisture
uptake or loss, and the time involved, is related to timber
density, together with the installation method of the floor
is also an essential factor requiring consideration.

To put this more into perspective some examples are provided.
The first two relate to flood inundated floors. The first floor is
Cypress and it was covered with up to 600mm of water for 24
hours. The flooring is a moderate density softwood that was
directly fixed to joists. As such it took on a moderate amount
of water but also dried quite quickly and when moisture
20

However, with this next floor - a high density hardwood
on pine plywood over a concrete slab - even after an
attempt to dry the floor over a number of weeks, it was
evident that water in the plywood was too difficult to
extract and after a period, the hardwood flooring expanded
and cupped as it both absorbed moisture from beneath
and experienced greater drying from above through the
drying processes used. Similarly, as shown in the photo,
water had tracked down plywood joints with cupping
pronounced over and near the sheet joints beneath.
ISSUE 35 | 2017

So ‘how easy is it to dry a floor’? In some instances, not that
hard if time, species and installation method are on your side.
But what is of real importance is having the knowledge to
know when to consider drying and when not to dry. Decisions
on this can also go beyond physical aspects of drying as other
factors also need consideration. Both natural and accelerated
methods have had their successes and failures. Key to drying
a floor is a sound understanding of timber properties in
terms of natural moisture uptake and loss characteristics, the
absorption of moisture that has or will potentially occur and
this often relates to an exact knowledge of the installation
method of the individual floor you are dealing with.

Abbey Timber...
The Flooring &
Decking Specialists
• Over 20 Species of Hardwood Decking available.
• Over 600 Packs of Flooring in stock.
• Trade Only Prices for Floor Layers.
• Engineered Flooring inc Oak and Australian Species.
• Accessories: • Plywood • Battens • Adhesives • Stair
Nosing’s • Coatings/Stains- Abrasives • Tools • Trims
and more...

Ph: 9774 2944 • 41 Heathcote Rd, Moorebank NSW 2170 • www.abbeytimber.com.au
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Member profile...

Look Floors

Look Floors, Previously Flooring Wholesale Ltd have been servicing the
Flooring Industry in New Zealand since 1998. In nearly 20 years the team
has grown to employ 43 Staff with 9 branches across New Zealand. The
family values that the company was built on are still apparent today.
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The company was launched with quality products,
service, support and training in mind. A family based
business that was dedicated to assisting and training
contractors in the industry; providing quality products
and sharing knowledge. In the early days, many hours
were spent travelling the country and speaking with
contractors to find solutions to make their jobs easier.
Since the beginning, Look Floors have valued both supplier
and customer relationships. This has been a key to their
success. Look Floors have exclusively sold Ardex Floor
Preparation products into the New Zealand market since 1998,
and have had the agency for Bona in New Zealand since 2001.
They have many other product ranges including their own
Strongbond brand represented in the New Zealand market.
By selling quality products and having superior product
knowledge Look Floors have built a loyal customer base.
Many customers consider themselves “part of the family”.

“With my clients expecting quality products
and service, I looked for a company
that backs its products, has the best
polyurethane, after sales service and infinite
knowledge of the flooring industry. That’s
why I choose Look Floors as my supplier.”
- Clive Swasbrook, Floor Restorations
Look Floors regularly have trade nights and product training.
They also specially tailor these product training sessions for
individual organisations as required. Look Floors are truly
dedicated to the industry and through this have achieved many
great accomplishments over the past 19 years. The long serving
staff work hard and love what they do. Watch this space for
what they will continue to conquer over the next 20 years!
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Case study...

Surely a floor cleaner
is a floor cleaner?
David Hayward ATFA Technical Manager

There are many products available for cleaning timber

What needs to be considered?

floors, or perhaps a bit of warm water and some ‘metho’ in

Firstly, it needs to be acknowledged that coating delamination

a bucket, which has been used by many over the years. And

from prefinished products has occurred from time to

surely anything that says it is OK for timber floors must be

time and that problems with the UV curing lines, used

Ok? Well, you will find that coating and prefinished flooring

during coating, can be a cause. But these problems are

manufacturers are much more precise regarding cleaning

also not that common. Additionally, in some pre-finished

products that should be used with their coatings and flooring

products, if there are imperfections in the surface from

products. Over recent years there has also been a large

gum veins or similar, minor delamination can occur around

increase in the types of coatings available so these changes

these, but this was a strand woven bamboo floor and

also need to be considered. One Queensland inspector

without such imperfections. The other aspect to consider

recently came across an interesting case which highlighted the

is the cleaning regime for the floor and with this, careful

need for care when using cleaning products deemed for use

conversation with the owner is often needed to get a good

on timber floors and ATFA’s technical manager David Hayward

understanding of the exact processes and products used.

will explain what happened in this particular case study.

Investigation

The flooring product

With this floor the investigation focussed on determining

The flooring was 137 x 14 mm strand woven Bamboo

why some boards were affected and not others and whether

with a micro-bevelled edge and glueless jointing system,

manufacturing processes could be involved. Also considered

laid as a floating floor on a combination underlay with

were cleaning products and processes and it was indicated

included moisture vapour barrier, over a concrete slab.

that the floor was regularly dry mopped along with use of a

What is being investigated and why?
The floor was laid as a replacement floor after water damage
and some 6 to 12 months after the floor had been installed the
owner noticed the coating starting to blister and delaminate.
A blister would start at the size of a pin head and then spread
until it burst and the coating would then lift off the floor in a
large piece. The occurrence of this was in various locations

floor cleaner containing a natural tree based oil. It was also
established that some boards had already been repaired
with some individual boards sanded back and a water
based polyurethane applied. The delamination not returning
to these boards. While this may cause you to consider a
manufacturing problem, the supplier was puzzled in that it
had not occurred elsewhere, but only with this dwelling.

throughout the floor and it was reported that this problem

So where to from here? With the coating delaminating on

had become progressively more pronounced with time.

some boards and not others the next step was to consider
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the adhesion of the coating and for this a cross hatch test

As indicated, the cleaning product contained a natural

can be undertaken. This is where the coating is scored in

tree based oil, but even though the product label indicated

a cross-hatch pattern, adhesive tape is applied over it, and

that it was suitable for timber floors, it was not the cleaning

on lifting the tape, one looks for coating adhering to the

product recommended by the flooring manufacturer. Some

tape. As such, this tests how strongly the coating layers

natural oils can be strong slow acting solvents and such

are bonded to each other and to the board surface.

products can also be film forming and therefore remain

The prudent approach to this is to test more than just a single
board. It was ascertained that some areas of the floor were
cleaned more regularly but other areas were not cleaned,
such as a board inside a cupboard or a board located

on the surface for extended periods, thereby weakening
the coating bond. In this flooring the weakest bond would
also be considered to be between the bamboo surface
and the coating, and this is where failure was evident.

behind a cabinet. Five test locations were chosen, two of

What we can learn from this

which experienced regular cleaning and three that were

Now was it a manufacturing problem or a problem associated

not cleaned. The test results indicated significant coating

with the cleaner used? We will let you make your mind up over

delamination on both boards that experienced cleaning and

that one. However, there are a number of important aspects

no delamination at all on the boards that were not cleaned.

that we should consider from this. The owner expressed

Perhaps we need to consider the cleaning product further.

concern that no cleaning instructions were provided following
floor installation. We should always provide appropriate care

Analysis and outcome
Often we consider that products that are natural or organic are
going to be mild and certainly the product used for cleaning
this floor was indicated to be suitable for timber floors, even
to the point where it could be applied directly to a cloth and
used for spot cleaning of the flooring. A piece of delaminated
coating was assessed. When observing the board area where
delamination was present and considering the thickness of the
coating, it was evident that the coating had delaminated off

and maintenance instructions when a floor is completed.
It was also pointed out that this was not just an arbitrary
cleaner being used, but one but one that was made for the
purpose of cleaning timber floors and therefore this again
illustrates the importance of guiding your customers toward
the right cleaning product. Finally, we all need to consider that
whether a product is natural or organic, it does not mean that
it is necessarily mild and ‘friendly’ to your timber floor.

the bamboo surface. This was also consistent with the visual
appearance of the board where delamination was present.

Make your Timber Floors “Loba Perfect”
Whether Your Next Solid Timber, Parquetry or Engineered Timber
Flooring Project needs a Beautiful & Enduring LOBA Timber Coating
or
A Bullet Proof Moisture Vapor Barrier & Acoustic Rated Adhesive

Since 1922

Waterbased Polyurethanes
Invisible Protection
Natural Oils & Hardwaxes
Timber Stains & Special Effects
On Site UV Finishes

R10-P4 Anti Slip Finishes for
Stairs and Critical Surfaces

“Loba & Wakol Make the Perfect Team”
Loba Australasia
5-7 Strong Avenue, Thomastown Vic 3074
PH: 03 9460 3444 M: 0419326976
E: sales@loba.com.au
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team
USA

Brett Scarpella, ATFA Inspector & Instructor, Loba Australia

I think it would be fair to excuse one for not being too keen on travelling
to the US at the minute: there’s the current political climate, and the fact
that the evening news would have us believe that it’s currently a little
safer to do your travelling elsewhere. To top this off the whole reason
behind risking life and limb was to visit a flooring show. Okay it was the
US National Wood Flooring Association Expo, but it was in Arizona
(read desert), and what could possibly be gained from visiting folks
still immersed in the disturbing world of feet, yards and inches. Add
my apparently ill conceived view of most things American and I caught
myself thinking, why am I doing this?
How wrong I was, well sort of, the NWFA Expo caught me by
complete surprise. As you would expect from anything in the
US of A, the venue was slightly bigger than seemed necessary
but everything there does seem to be built to impress, and
the city of Arizona, or at least the area we were in, appeared
to have been built for the event – clean and shiny and full of
helpful people, a bit like being caught in a game of Sims. I hate
to admit it, but it got comfortable very quickly, and found all
of the American flooring folk there for the Expo very helpful.
Admittedly if like me, you will have seen pickies from previous
NWFA events you will have been a little misguided by how big
an event this is - which as I found out the hard way, is due to the
fact your “not allowed to take pictures” inside the venue – its
all very top secret this flooring stuff. So all the pictures I had
seen previously were the secret or covert versions posted by
people not altogether following these rules, which makes sense
and is probably why I was expecting to be underwhelmed.
Once we had come to terms with what this thing was and what
its all about it was time for the “Opening Act” which is the
introduction and awards part of the NWFA program, which
is held at the start of the week not the end and was pretty
significant. There were a couple of speakers that made good
sense and some fantastic floors up for awards – with one of our
own from Oz, Hilston, Ceglarski and Chapman (pictured).
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All up the “Opening Act” awards night was done perfectly,
the presentations were interesting, the floors on display
were actually awesome, it started at 4.30pm finished at
7.30pm and tickets came with a “drink card”, fantastic!
Some of the other entrants in “Floor of the Year” are
also absolutely amazing – check these out beside.
You would have to agree its pretty amazing work - which
its safe to assume must have come with a fair price tag.
Maybe we can get another floor up for next years awards,
by the time you read this you will have a shade over 300
days left before the next one so best get to work.
Once the big show started there was the danger of thinking
that the whole event was “good” and a credit to the folks
at the NWFA who put it on as it was shaping up as a very
enjoyable couple of days, doing/talking flooring talk with
other flooring industry folk, seeing how they did stuff (and
what they got paid for it) what could be better? The biggest
surprise however was more the quality of the displays and
the effort made, some were fantastic, a little more like our
“Home shows” as opposed to our more homely but practical
trade offerings back home – There were lots of them!!
There are folks on stands from everywhere selling almost
everything, in fact there are probably 6 or 7 very similar
folk selling very similar things, but if you’re a sucker for
all things flooring you couldn’t help but find it all very
interesting. It is especially, so given that the American sales
folk have an interesting approach and don’t have any issue
with discussing their “competitions weaknesses” which is
confronting at first but ultimately extremely entertaining.
You’ll find timber – lots of timber and in all sorts, new,
reclaimed, handscraped, etc etc, solids seeming more popular
than engineered based on exhibits. You’ll also see floor finishes,
lots of varieties but nothing too exotic, there’s installation tools
of which some are very exotic, extraction systems, and of course
floor sanding machines. A bit more passionate about sanding
machines the yanks, a bit like Ford vs Holden and even less
scientific, they seem to love what they love and hate what they
hate, it’s actually refreshingly honest when you think about it –
but no matter what machine you’re after, it and some healthy
debate is probably here along with someone who can give you
a heads up on getting the best out of it. Planetary heads and
“dustless” extraction systems seem to be the fashion this year, so
look out for these things to get more “air time” in Oz real soon.
A lot of very polished looking stands displaying their wares
to a surprising number of punters during the expo (if anyone
asks - these photographs are from an unknown source!).
There was some new stuff, like machines for LED curing
finishes which only served to demonstrate how slow the world
has been on the uptake of UV cured finishes, the technology
is getting old already!!! Also the demonstrations are great to
experience, seeing the different and entertaining methods
and processes for getting to what are pretty similar ends especially our very different attitude to the use of adhesive on
this side of the pond, and that’s all I got to say about that.
continued »
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team
USA continued
Whilst the NWFA Expo itself only went for 2 short days
(10 -5) there were activities either side, with a pre-Expo
symposium, which I had to google and apparently it’s
like a conference but different, during the Expo there is
a seemingly endless list of discussions, presentations and
demonstrations (not to mention all the networking with
the local flooring folk in the evenings), and the Main Event
or party (with Lt Dan from Forest Gump – yes he has
a band and legs, no really) all washed down with a golf
tournament afterwards – what more could you need??.
It’s not Disneyland but it’s very close, and your wife will
hate it. So here’s a suggestion, seeing that next year’s
NWFA Expo will be in what I expect is a more attractive
destination in “Tampa Florida”, no offence to the folks of
Arizona – your lovely, but I’m thinking we should get an
Australian contingent together and pay these folks a visit. I
am sure that everyone that I know in the Australian flooring
industry would find it of value and a fantastic junket. I mean
learning experience, and a whole lot more. Next year is in
Tampa Florida and promises to be bigger than this year..
Some food for thought.
A return economy flight to Tampa Florida will currently
cost you under $1200 and 14 hours of your life – each
way, accommodation is reasonably priced, but it is better
if you stay in amongst it for the after hours “networking” packages are available via the NWFA. We now have some
pretty healthy contacts who could help us box this up from
our end and make it happen if there was sufficient interest.
After all there are somethings you just
have to see for yourself.
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GETS THE JOB DONE

FloorBond XMS
The non-toxic alternative
to polyurethane

Solvent & isocyanate free
Will not expand or shrink
Permanently flexible &
non foaming
No black hands after use
Low odour

Technical article...

Hardness
of Coatings

Phil Holgate MRACI, ChChem, FATFA
TAMSA International Consulting

Coating hardness is a topic that gets raised from time to time. Owners can question
this along with aspects such as scratching, scuffing and wear. It is therefore important
for the contractor to have a good understanding of it, how it is measured and
the range of situations where assessing coating hardness can be of benefit.
Before looking more closely at this subject it is first important to understand the meaning of
some of the words often referred to, so we will start with some definitions as follows.
Hardness is the capacity of a coating to resist scratching, marring and gouging by
the ability to resist plastic deformation (marking) by impact or sliding.
Wear occurs between contacting surfaces and is defined as the damage done – loss of material –
caused at the interface of two contacting bodies when subject to relative motion under load.
Abrasion is the process of marring, scratching and wearing away of any
part of a material by rubbing against another surface.
Marring is the permanent deformation of a surface without breaking a surface such as the dragging
of an object, even a thumb nail, over a surface to produce a permanent dull rub mark.
In general practical terms a soft or low hardness coating will be more prone to:
• Rapid wear
• More marring and marking from dragged objects
• Often lower chemical resistance (less cross link density)
• Increased tramlining
A hard coating will be more prone to:
• Brittle fracture from dropped objects
• Increased wear resistance
• Improved chemical resistance
There are, however, exceptions to this general overview of hardness.
International Standard Test Methods for Coating Hardness – ASTM
D-3363-00 and ISO 15184 as determined by Pencil Hardness
D 3363 is an easy and inexpensive technique to determine how hard or
soft a coating is. Coating companies list the hardness of their products

testing direction

in terms of pencil hardness in their technical literature. This lets the
end user have an idea if the hardness is appropriate for the end use
application from a scratch and/or gouge hardness of the coatings.
The principal is demonstrated in the sketch.

substrate pile-up

tensile stress
in film

A weighted holder (or a hand held test for an approximate
assessment) orientates a sharpened pencil at 45° and the test
involves pushing the pencil for a distance of 10-12 mm.

PC substrate

The test starts with the hardest pencil (6H) and continues through the
next softest pencil until the operator identifies the pencil that will not
scratch the surface but just leaves a lead mark. The last pencil that will not
scratch the surface is considered the pencil hardness of the coating.
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Pencils are of a quality brand and are graded from softest (HB) to hardest (6H)
HB – H - 2H - 3H - 4H - 5H - 6H
The photo is from ASTM D 3363 test using a weighted holder.
Wear resistance and hardness
There is only a loose correlation existing between coating

Wear resistance versus hardness

wear resistance and the hardness of a coating.

50

Just like Taber abrasion information should not be relied

45
40
Wear resistance index

on as an actual indicator of on-floor performance,
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so coating hardness should also not be relied on as
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an actual indicator of on-floor performance.
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wear resistance performance. Too soft can relate to poor on-floor
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performance and too hard can likewise cause on-floor issues.
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In general, aspects relating to hardness are applicable
to film build coatings and the following data are

Hardness index

not applicable to penetrating coatings:
Pencil Hardness Qualitative Rating Film Description
HB – 2H

Poor

Soft film. Prone to rapid wear and ease of marring

3H – 4H

Fair

Moderate performer

5h – 6h

Good

Durable film with projected good wear

A hardness check can be of use when:
• Considering if a coating is adequately cured to sand between coats. Partial cure will give
a lower hardness and gum up abrasives when sanded. Experience shows that hardness
should be at least 2 units of hardness below full cure for effective intercoat abrasion.
• In cold weather assessing whether the coating is able to be walked on. Has the coating achieved optimal
cure? Hardness should be at least one hardness grade less than optimum for adequate cure-through.
• Clients complaining of rapid wear and requiring on-site investigation
• Comparing brands of products. Higher hardness will tend to resist wear better.
Coating hardness is, however, just one of the properties that can be of value in the selection of a
coating for a specific application. Other properties that should also be considered might include:
• Yellowing resistance

• Film flexibility

• Tram-lining resistance

• Pot life

• Rejection resistance

• Quilting resistance

• Taber abrasion

• Tannin resistance

• Lap marking

• Cost

• Earliest floor use time

• Toxicity

• Chemical resistance
The ATFA Coatings Information Hot Line is available to members who seek
further information on this topic and any other information on coatings. Email the
hotline on tamsaconsult@optusnet.com.au or phone 0414 793 237
Prepared by Phil Holgate who is a Chartered Chemist specialising
in Surface Coatings and a fellow of the ATFA.
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High performance timber floor coatings.
High wear
resistance

Water
wash up

Environmentally
responsible

Low
odour

For more information, call 1800 630 285 or
visit www.intergrain.com.au
*VOC (volatile organic compound) level meets the <140g/L
requirement for use on Green Star Buildings.
^Enviropro coatings are water based, so they emit significantly less
VOCs into the atmosphere than traditional solvent based finishes.
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Technical article...

Floor Protection
Phil Buckley, ATFA Inspector, Mint Floors & Shutters

It’s never the board in the corner of the bedroom or in the fridge space
that gets damaged on a new floor. It’s the board in the hallway that’s
right in the middle of the reflected light from the large glass doors.
And it doesn’t even matter that we didn’t damage the floor – more
often than not, we still need to fix it. So, what’s the answer? Well, after
submitting a repair bill and crossing your fingers, you need to start
implementing some things to stop it happening again.
Protecting a finished floor needs to form part of any planned
project delivery. This includes architects and specifiers detailing a
protection plan, manufacturers having a documented preferred
protection system, installers including it in their planned works
and, importantly, clients expecting floor protection to be in place.
Now, before you shake your head and say, “I suppose I am
just expected to pay for protection for things that aren’t my
fault” it’s important to note that protecting a floor doesn’t
have to be a costly or difficult process. It could be as simple
as delaying the installation time, sending an email noting
to clients how to look after their finished floor, or making
sure the builder has a plan (that’s documented) on how
they will manage future trades working on the floor.
If we look at how a new floor gets damaged, we
start to get an idea of how to protect it.
Install happens too early
By far the most common cause of floors being damaged
before they are handed off to the client is when they are
installed too early in a build or renovation program. Builders
will often like to get a floor in under the benches, skirtings,
or other finish trades and that does often lead to a nice neat
finish. But it also exposes the floor to many trades who could
potentially damage it. It is important to make sure the potential
damage to a floor is discussed when planning when to install
it. Whilst it is often not possible to be last, being as late into
the build program as possible is the best way to mitigate risk.
Protection comes prematurely
Builders and clients often like to remove floor protection and
give the floor a quick clean so that the site looks more complete.
As nice as this reveal is, far too often the floor survives protected
for all that time only to be damaged by trades finishing after
the protection is off. In instances like this, it is important to
inform (in writing) that you have concerns about the floor being
damaged and perhaps suggest a temporary and moveable
continued »
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Floor Protection continued

protection that can be used as required until all works are

• It should not be fixed to the floor – taping the protection

complete. Of course, leaving the protection in place if possible

to the floor can often cause damage to the finish. Any sort

should be the priority. The photo on previous page shows a

of film with an adhesive backing should also be avoided.

floor that had protection removed far too early. 28 boards in
this 100m² floor needed to be replaced at the builders cost.
The wrong protection is used
The most heart-breaking type of inspection we can do as ATFA
inspectors is a floor that has been damaged by incorrectly
installed protection or the use of the wrong protection materials.
The floor in this picture above was covered with a plastic backed,
non-breathable foam underlay and corflute sheeting. A minor

• Safe – this means it should not be too slippery or have any
lifting edges that could become a trip hazard. Taping together
any joints is necessary with most types of floor protection.
• Cost effective – both in terms of materials and labour. A great
way to achieve this is to re-use the floor protection where
possible. This also helps minimise any waste generated on site.
• The floor needs to be cleaned carefully before putting

leak in one area of the floor caused high levels of humidity to be

protection down. Any grit under the protection can cause

trapped under the plastic. What would have been a small 2 board

scratches and dents to the surface when pressure is applied.

repair to fix the leak became a 130m² replacement of a direct
adhesive fix Engineered Floor – a very costly error to say the least!

It is also advisable to check your contract on larger jobs for
builders to make sure you are not contractually obliged to

Things to remember when installing floor protection

protect your floor until practical completion. This is often a

So, what should you do to protect a floor? The most

standard clause in commercial construction contracts that

important thing is to make protecting the finished floor part

can form part of the standard conditions (not the scope

of the conversation. This alone will get other stakeholders on

of works section for your specific trade – I once found it

board and make people more likely to assume responsibility

on page 336 of 650!). Often this clause can be amended

for their finished product. It’s also a great idea to offer up

to ensuring the floor is singed off prior to protection being

some options regarding protecting the floor. These could

installed. Getting this sign off (and then a sign off for the

have varying costs and durabilities to encourage the client

protection if possible) is a great way to limit your exposure

or builder to take some responsibility for the decision.

to repair bills for damage long after you have left site.

Some key requirements of floor protection are:

Finally, the why. Why should I protect a floor from other people’s

• It must be breathable – plastic type floor protection
(including corflute and most foam type underlays)
will not allow the timber to breath. This often leads
to shrinking or expansion damage in the floor.
• Robust – the protection needs to be sturdy enough for

mistakes? The answer is repeat business. Study after study on
consumer trends in the building trades show that the number
one source of business is referral or repeat business – and this
is true for both residential and commercial clients. And fair or
not, it is the finished product that the decision to refer is based
on - not whose fault it is that things didn’t work out as planned.

the likely damage it will sustain prior to hand over. This is

So, make protecting the floor part of the conversation and do

something that needs to be gauged on a case by case basis.

your part to make sure the client gets the finished floor they

For instance, a large commercial building site will require

paid for – in the end, it will come back to you with interest.

more robust floor protection than a small private residence.
34
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Hardwax Oil

Cushion handle:
less vibration
Click valve
inside
All-around
striking cap

Short casting
for closer end-wall
reach
●

Available as a Cleat or Stapler nailer

●

Optional roller base available

●

Eco-Friendly 0% voc, no solvents

●

Extremely Durable (100% solids)

●

Fast curing

●

R10 slip rating

●

Sourced from renewable
raw materials

Distributed by Synteko Pty Ltd.
call 02 9406 8100 www.synteko.com.au info@synteko.com.au
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For our Kiwi members...

Payment
problems...
Forcing bad
debtors to “pipe
up or pay up”
Finn Collins
Partner | Gibson Sheat

Many payment problems experienced by contractors are
self-inflicted. The time to deal with payment is right at the
outset, when vetting the initial inquiry from the client or the
builder. Here is a useful summary of things to look out for.
Who are you contracting with?
If the job is for a company do you have the full
and correct name of that company?
Are you satisfied that the company has been established for
long enough to give you some peace of mind that you will be
paid? If the company has traded for less than 24 months, of if
you have any doubts, then you should be asking for personal
guarantees. Don’t feel bad about walking away from a job
if they refuse. It is better to lose out on a contract than to
win a contract, incur time and costs and then not be paid.
It is also not uncommon for some businesses to use a
trading name, which may be entirely different to the name
the company is registered under with Companies Office
(NZ) or ASIC (Au), so make sure you have the registered
name. Tip: If the word “Limited” is missing from the
name then you will not have the full company name. It
is an offence under s 25 of the Companies Act 1993 for

YOU’VE WORKED HARD
FOR THE MONEY

a company not to have its full registered name on any
correspondence (including emails and contracts) but
many businesses are in default of this requirement, which
can lead to unnecessary confusion and complexity.
What is the cost of materials that you

YOU
DESERVE
TO GET
PAID

will be incurring on the project?
You should always as a matter of good practice/business
sense, state that you will not carry out any work until a deposit
equivalent to the value of the materials has been paid upfront.
The majority of flooring contracts that we see require
deposits of 50%. That is generally good practice but just
check, as the cost of materials may be more than 50% of
the total. We would question whether it is sensible to have
a deposit for any less than 50% for any project regardless
of how good your relationship may be with the builder.
Have you sent your terms and conditions
before commencing work?
Most flooring contractors have written terms and conditions
of some shape or form however many of the examples we see
are not worth the paper they are printed on. As a minimum,
they should specify that payment is due within 7 working
days and that any payment schedules under the Construction
Contracts Act are due within 5 working days. It is easy for
any debtor to find an excuse as to why they will not pay,
then send you a note disputing the debt within 20 working
days (the default timeframe). However, if they had a genuine
dispute then they would most likely inform you within the 5

RECOVERIT
Finn Collins Partner
Phone: +64 4 916 6428
Mobile: +64 21 916 747
Email: finn.collins@gibsonsheat.com
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working days. Keeping the timeframes tight for payment and
payment schedules is not unfair, what is unfair for you to be
kept waiting for up to 20 working days before you find out
that a client or builder has a reason to dispute your account.
In our experience, the later the reasons for dispute are given
the more likely those reasons are likely to be contrived.
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Do your terms and conditions allow for default interest? We
typically recommend a minimum of 2% per month because
the interest rate has to have enough “bite” to encourage a bad
debtor to pay more promptly. Remember, interest is always
something you can give away in exchange for payment from
a difficult debtor. However, you don’t want to be in a position
where you have no interest rate and you find that you are
negotiating away your actual profit and costs of doing the job.
Do your invoices company with the
Construction Contracts Act 2002?
This legislation give invoices in the construction
industry a bite – one hell of a bite. Sadly, most
contractors still don’t fully appreciate its benefits.
It is a default system. If the client or builder doesn’t “pipe
up” with written reasons as to why they are going to pay you
less than the claimed amount within the required timeframe,
then they have to pay up on an interim basis irrespective of
any dispute. Further, they will have to pay your legal fees if
you are required to collect the debt through legal channels.
And by the way, even if you don’t have a written contract or
your terms and conditions don’t refer to the Construction
Contracts Act, then that Act imports the “pipe up or pay
up” as default payment regime regardless. What do you
need to do to comply? Well that’s easy. Simply email us
with a copy of an example invoice and we will hand write
in the changes that are required to make your invoice
template compliant and send that back to you.
The “pipe up or pay up” payment regime under the
Construction Contracts Act works and it works well. In
a recent District Court judgment where we recovered
a debt of $4,960 (including GST) under an expired
invoice/payment claim the Court commented:
“[21]... Of course Mr Khan does not accept the calculation is
correct but that is not the point. It needs to be remembered
that this is a claim to which he has the opportunity to
respond and dispute. He was clearly advised in the
document accompanying the claim what he should do if
he disputed the claim. While he may have been confused
about aspects of the claim, indeed I can readily accept
that he was, what he could do about that was the subject
of clear plain language advice on the accompanying
document. [This was the required information sheet
that must accompany all invoices.] Instead he not only
did not file a payment schedule but he did nothing at
all. He did not seek to clarify the confusion in any way.
Critically, the payment claim/invoice in this case was
actually a reissued invoice, as the first invoice was not issued
under the Construction Contracts Act. Many of our clients
collect historical debts by reissuing their invoices under the
Construction Contracts Act. If your old unpaid invoices were
previously issued under the Construction Contracts Act and
were in some way not compliant then we would not be able to
do that, but you will improve your cashflow if you look long and
hard at some of your old debts and claim them again by way
of a reissued invoice under the Construction Contracts Act.
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Around the traps...
Images from training, events and activities over the past few months.
(If you would like your snaps to appear in Around the Traps, send your photos to admin@atfa.com.au)
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gained in the comfort of your office. No hassles of having to

GALAXY MACHINES
buy direct from the importers

Your new skills can also save
you money from avoiding costly
mistakes. So invest in yourself and
your business today.

Family Business
Operating
Since 1952

Manufacturer of Quality Australian Hardwoods
Specialising in Kiln Dried Products
Elite 3 edger

8” and 12”
belt/ drum
combo sander

parts • service • leasing available
Synteko Pty Ltd.

Call: 02 9406 8100
info@synteko.com.au • www.synteko.com.au
www.galaxyfloorsanders.com.au

•
•
•
•
•
•

Tongue and Groove Flooring
Overlay Flooring
Parquetry
Eco-Lam (Glue Laminated Hardwoods)
Pencil Round Decking
Treated Hardwood Landscaping

We are members of ATFA. (Australian Timber Flooring
Association) and are accredited Flooring manufacturers.
(Australian Timber Flooring Association)

Located at Heber Street, South Grafton
Email: jns@notarastimbers.com.au
www.notarastimbers.com.au

Phone: 02 66 423477 Fax: 02 66 427013
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ir talk

JULY...
with Colin Dorber

What could it mean for your business or
contractors now the ATO has additional
reporting requirements passed into law?
In simple terms, it means the ATO has vastly more power and
muscle to flex than ever before in finding contractors who aren’t
paying enough tax and also finding companies that are engaging
contractors that should really be employees! It’s all about the
ATO making sure tax and superannuation obligations are met by
businesses and it’s also about stamping out the cash economy.
The taxable payments Building and Construction Industry
reporting system introduced in the 2012–13 tax year has proven
successful in unearthing huge tax liabilities created by:
•

Failure of contractors to lodge tax returns.

•

Failure of contractors to declare all their income.

•

Failure of contractors to pay GST they have collected.

•

Failure of business to check the validity of ABNs or
making payments where an ABN was not quoted.

Some additional and very clever legislation has been quietly passed that
means the administrators of Payment Systems i.e. the Banks, B Pay, Merchant
providers, E-bay, and any institution or company that processes financial
payments, has to report these transactions to the ATO. As this program rolls
out we are told it will expand beyond business transactions made through
electronic payment systems to payment systems used by businesses to pay
contractors across all segments, not just the Building and Construction Industry.
The ATO will then be able to link the ABN of the contractor
to the amount paid via their BAS declaration and the income
reported for income tax purposes by the ABN holder.
What Does This Mean For Your Business When Paying Contractors?
First off it means that if you are obligated to report under the building and
construction industry requirements and haven’t been doing so, then it’s time
to reconsider. It also means be very careful how you structure any contractor
engagements to ensure the ATO or State Revenue Office does not consider
recurring payments of monthly invoices are likely to be incurring an employment
liability for Tax, WorkCover or payroll tax purposes. These liabilities exist
in spite of any agreement you may have in place with the contractor!
If you are the contractor receiving these payments, you need to
make sure you are not inadvertently breaching the Personal Services
Income (PSI) rules as prosecution for either party under the avoidance
provisions of Part IVa of the tax act can be financially devastating.

12 to 14 July Timber Flooring Week
15 July ATFA Gala Awards Night
20 July Webinar – Member open forum (mic access required)

AUGUST...
1 & 2 August Undertaking Insurance Work - Brisbane
8 August Site Assessment – Adelaide
15 August Webinar – Slip resistance regulations

SEPTEMBER...
5 & 6 Sept. Undertaking Insurance Work – Perth
12 Sept. Site Assessment – Auckland
22 Sept. Golf Day – Auckland

Helpful websites...

www.eas.com.au/employer-protect
ATFA’s new industrial relations partner, contact
Email wehelp@eas.com.au or call 1300 900 300
AUST and +61 7 3391 7959 NZ for assistance.

www.prushka.com.au
One of ATFA’s new legal parters, Mendelsons
are particularly effective at debt recovery
for Australian members.

In conclusion:
Many CEOs, CFOs and Directors believe they have nothing to worry
about as they have “always worked this way” and “our advisors have
designed our accounts and processes to suit how our business runs”.
Just because it has been done in a particular way, and everyone does it
the same way, does not mean it is correct. Many businesses that may be
inadvertently non-compliant are likely to be picked up and the liabilities for
those not correctly complying with the law are likely to be substantial.
For further information or a no obligation review of your circumstances contact
the team at Employer Protect: Email wehelp@eas.com.au or call
1300 900 300 AUST and +61 7 3391 7959 NZ

www.gibsonsheat.com
Another of ATFA’s legal partners, Gibson Sheat
serving our New Zealand members and also
particularly adept at assisting with debt recovery.
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Simple tips to
ensure that you
always get paid.

Roger Mendelson CEO
Prushka Fast Debt Recovery Pty Ltd

We regularly receive debts from

to sue and incorporate a provision that

If the client has a genuine dispute about

ATFA members to collect.

if the account is overdue for payment

the job, I’m sure that you will be keen

and is referred to a debt collection

to listen to the issues and deal with

agency or lawyer, the customer will be

them. By resolving this early, you will

liable for all collection costs involved.

then avoid the situation which often

Usually, by the time they are referred to
us, they have been extensively worked
and we are essentially the last hope.
By reviewing the nature of the
ATFA member accounts, I have

The best place to incorporate your
trading terms is in the Form.

prepared a simple list of tips for you

If your customer has not completed

to implement. They are not difficult

a Form, then incorporate your

and by implementing them, you

trading terms in your quote.

will improve your cash flow and

arises later when someone is being
pushed to make payment that they then
allege that the job was done poorly.
Outsource Debt Collection
There is only so much that you can do
in-house. I suggest that if the account

As an indication of cost, Prushka’s

is unpaid more than 30 days beyond

lawyers, Mendelsons National

date for payment, then it should be

Credit Application Form

Debt Collection lawyers, charge a

outsourced to debt collection experts.

As you are advancing credit to a

fixed fee of $1,320.00 (inc. GST) for

customer, by providing materials

preparing comprehensive terms.

reduce your loss from bad debts.

and labour up front, you should

By incorporating your trading terms, you
will be able to add all debt collection

Directors Guarantees

costs on to the debt outstanding and

If you are providing credit to a company,

if the debt is then paid in full, all debt

always request Directors’ Guarantees. This

collection costs would have been

Unless the customer wishes to prepay

is a simple form and you may download a

paid by your defaulting customer.

for the job, email them a Credit

free document from www.prushka.com.au.

Application Form and get them to

As long as you get the guarantees

complete it and send it back to you.

signed, your chances of ultimate

regard yourself as being in the same
position as a bank making a loan.

To save time, simply go to
www.prushka.com.au and download
a free Form from the site. As it is in

recovery are much greater because
the directors will be personally liable for
payment of the debt of their company.

Word, you can easily adapt it to suit

Internal Collections

your business and to incorporate your

As most of your jobs will be one-offs,

logo or business name and details.

you need to take a hard line with your

For larger value jobs, you would want
to check references which are provided
for in the Form. For example, if you
are doing work for a builder, involving
ongoing credit and significant sums
(to your business), it would be well

customers in terms of getting paid. The
approach will be somewhat different
to many other businesses which
have more regular orders from their
customers, so will be less concerned
about upsetting your customers.

When appointing a debt collection
agency, ensure that you appoint one
which offers No Recovery – No Charge
debt collection services and has no other
fees or charges, other than commission
on monies actually collected.
Legal Action
We carry out legal action in only a tiny
percentage of debts referred to us.
However, it is the threat of potential
legal action which will often result in
payment and this is why you need to
follow the steps outlined above, to
ensure that legal action is an option.
In the event where it is necessary to

worth checking with other suppliers to

Basically, if the customer does not pay

that builder and also ring the builder’s

you promptly, you really have to ask

accountant to ask the question: “Do you

yourself the question: “Do I really want

regard the builder as a good credit risk?”

to do further work for this customer?”

Trading Terms

Accordingly, your internal collections

owner. As such, he has an asset (being

Obtain properly prepared (by a lawyer)

should be over a very short timeframe.

the property where you installed the

trading terms, to protect your business.

The initial call to your customer

floor). Thus, after judgment has been

There are certain clauses which you

after completion will be to ask:

obtained, there is an enforcement path

must incorporate to avoid being fined

“Are you happy with the job?” and

available, basically being one of the

by ACCC. Other clauses will reduce your

then follow on with asking when

various legal enforcement paths which

risk of being sued, increase your ability

and how payment will be made.

will result in sale of the property.
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sue, your chances of ultimate success
are much greater than for many other
businesses. The reason is that in most
cases, your customer is a property
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